About Danit Peleg

- Designed the world’s first 3D-printed fashion collection printed at home
- 10 beautiful outfits, 100% 3D-printed
- A fascinating research & development process
- An inspiring story that appeals to a multitude of audiences
Incredible Worldwide Media Reception

- Great viral success
- 5+ million video views in 2 weeks
- Hundreds of press articles, worldwide
- Europe’s Top 50 Women in Tech by Forbes, 2018
- 100 inspiring and influential women from around the world by BBC, 2019
- Awards by Apparel Magazine (30 under 30) & by ADC (Young Guns) & by Globes (40 under 40)
- First place- 3D Pioneers Challenge 2017
Danit was chosen to be the designer of Amy Purdy’s dress for her dance at the Paralympics Opening Ceremony in Rio 2016.

The dance segment explores the relationship between humans and technology as Amy dances a samba with the KUKA robot.

It was the first time that hundreds of million of spectators saw a 3D printed dress in movement.
Great Content For Many Different Event Themes

- An inspiring talk by a young designer
- A beautiful live runway show
- Visually appealing fashion collection
- Informative workshop about the process of 3D printed fashion
Talk & Presentation Formats

Danit tells an inspiring story about the process of developing her 3D printed fashion collection. Her talks have received standing ovations and are appealing to many types of audiences. From youth to bankers, through designers and technologists.

- A short 10 minute talk: “How I 3D-printed an entire fashion collection from home”
- A short 12 minute talk: “Sustainable 3D-printed fashion and how it can revolutionize the fashion industry?”
- Full story 40 minute talk that covers the process more in depth: “3D printed fashion the future of fashion?”
- A beautiful uplifting live runway show
- A workshop about 3D printed fashion 60 - 180 minutes: “Model the future of fashion tech with 3-D printing pioneer Danit Peleg”
- A booth or an exhibition with a 3D printer and the collection presented on a Rack or Mannequins
Experienced with over +100 Speaking Engagements:

Here are the top events:

- Wize24 online conference, San Francisco (March 2020)
- Calcalist conference, Berlin (February 2020)
- Blender convention, Tel Aviv (January 2020)
- Globes 40 under 40, Tel Aviv (December 2019)
- GCC 3D Café online workshop, Vietnam (December 2019)
- BBC 100 women’s the female future, New Dhali (October 2019)
- Moon creative Lab, Japan (May 2019)
- SCADstyle, Savannah (April 2019)
- Lexus women’s day, Tel Aviv (March 2019)
Calcalist convention, Tel Aviv (November 2018)
ATC Paris 2018, Paris France (October 2018)
Startup nation central, Tel Aviv (October 2018)
Espaco Moda, Brazil (July 2018)
Roll, Denim and Gender free, Vietnam & India, (June 2018)
Young Professional Organization , Tel Aviv (May 2018)
Electric Runway- Innovation Footprint, Bahamas (April 2018)
One SME Drive, Detroit (April 2018)
IT4FASHION Runway, Italy (April 2018)
Conference of Presidents, Israel (February 2018)
TechStyle, NYC (February 2018)
Denim expert summit, Bangladesh (February 2018)
The Franklin Institute, Exhibition Philadelphia (January 2018)
WeAr Istituto Europeo di design exhibition, Rio (December 2017)
Israel malls convention, Israel (December 2017)
Gerber Technology Ideation Runway, LA (November 2017)
H&M stuff event, Tel Aviv (October 2017)
Fashion Fusion Telefonica Mak museum, Vienna (September 2017)
MOLA, Uruguay (June 2017)
ADC Creative Festival, Germany (May 2017)
Seamless, Singapore (April 2017)
Plug & Play Fashion For Good, Amsterdam (March 2017)
STF Textile & Fashion Days, Switzerland (March 2017)
Tech Challenge, Tel Aviv (March 2017)
Gerber Technology Ideation Runway, SF + NYC (February 2017)
National Craft & Design Museum, UK (January 2017)
Makerbot, NYC (January 2017)
AIPAC Fash & Tech, NYC (January 2017)
NRF Retail’s BIG show, Exhibition NYC (January 2017)
SLDF Design Festival, Sri Lanka (November 2016)
Adidas Lecture and Workshop, Germany (October 2016)
Gerber Technology Girls who code, Miami (October 2016)
Won ADC Young Guns Creativity Award, NYC (September 2016)
Taipei Design Capital of the year, Taiwan (July 2016)
IN(3D)USTRY From Needs to Solutions, Barcelona (June 2016)
Holon Gallery Shoes Exhibition, Israel (June 2016)
HP Women & Technology, Tel Aviv (June 2016)
Aalto Lecture and Workshop, Espoo (May 2016)
Rapid 3D Fashion Show, Orlando (May 2016)
Global Female Leaders, Berlin (April 2016)
Triennale Museum, New Craft Exhibition, Milan (April 2016)
Wearable Festival Brazil, São Paulo (October 2015)

Gerber Technology *Ideation*, Las Vegas (October 2015)

III Points Festival, Miami (October 2015)

Tyra Banks’ FABLife TV show (October 2015)

World Maker Faire, NYC (September 2015)

Parsons School of Design (September 2015)

DLD Tech Festival, Tel Aviv (September 2015)

Shenkar university runway show, Tel Aviv (July 2015)
Setup References

3 days workshop online
Watch

- TED talk at TEDYouth in NYC
- Recent BBC talk at 100 Women in New Delhi
- Viral Facebook 2- minute video
- Paralympics Dance 4- minute video
- Danit on Tyra Banks’ FABLife TV Show

Follow

Instagram | Twitter | Facebook | danitpeleg.com

Contact

booking@danitpeleg.com \ danit@danitpeleg.com
+972-54-4861669

Note: This document does not confirm Danit Peleg’s participation in your event. Please do not use Danit’s name or photos in your marketing activities until explicit written consent.

Interested? Ask for the rate card for your country.